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Introduction to the Author

The book Sentence Conjunctions in the Gospel of Matthew is essentially a revision of Stephanie 

Black's PhD thesis which she conducted under Stanley Porter at the University of Surrey 

Roehampton.1 As such it draws upon M. A. K. Halliday's linguistic views. This is stated 

explicitly in the book in Chapter 1 where she discusses the systemic-functional linguistics 

approach to discourse analysis as the “framework” for her study of the use of sentence 

conjunctions in the book of Matthew.2 I will explain this approach further in the summary that 

follows.

Summary

Black states the goal of her study on p. 16:

The goal of this study is to outline a linguistically based approach which 
contributes to the understanding of paratactic intersentence conjunctions such as 
καί, δέ, οὖν, γάρ and (in Matthew’s Gospel) τότε, lexical items which connect 

coordinate sentences or clauses . . . More specifically, the focus of this study is the
attempt to understand how speakers of Greek in the Hellenistic period used and 
made sense of such conjunctions in the context of narrative discourse. The 
particular text chosen for this research is the Gospel of Matthew.3

She carries out her study in three main sections: Chapter 1–3 present the basic presuppositions 

and methodology upon which the work proceeds. Chapter 4–8 analyze the individual 

conjunctions used to connect sentences in narrative portions of the Gospel of Matthew. Chapter 

1 Stephanie L. Black, Sentence Conjunction in the Gospel of Matthew: καί, δέ, τότε, γάρ, οὖν and 

Asyndeton in Narrative Discourse (JSNTSup 136. Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2002), 12.
2 Ibid., 30.
3 Ibid., 16.
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9–10 represent a conclusion to the book in the form of an application of the data in an analysis of

Matt 8:1–9:34 (Chapter 9) and a summary of the findings (Chapter 10). Finally, there are two 

appendices that contain the statistical data of the study.

The main points of each chapter are as follows:4 Chapter 1 orients the reader to the 

importance of the study. Black reminds the reader that to study the Gospels is to study a message

written in “human language.”5 Καί, δέ, τότε, γάρ, οὖν and asyndeton represent 99% of the 

conjunction usage in the Gospel of Matthew’s narrative portions, and so they are the subject of 

the study because they represent Matthew’s conjunction system (a concept that is prominent in 

her work).6 Black then discusses previous literature on this subject, noting “the relative paucity 

of works addressing [the use of sentence conjunctions] from the standpoint of current linguistic 

research.”7 She hopes to fill in this gap with her work.

Black next addresses the linguistic framework generally by recounting the paradigm shift 

in linguistics that took place with the work of de Saussure, especially with respect to the change 

from a diachronic to synchronic understanding of how language works.8 The understanding that 

language is a synchronic system of relations means, for example, that Black places little 

emphasis on a possible Semitic influence on Matthew’s vocabulary.9 

She then turns to M. A. K. Halliday's systemic-functional grammar, which provides the 

specific theoretical framework for her study. She emphasizes the concept of language function, 

4 This review will be most thorough with the first two chapters on linguistic framework because the rest of 
the book is mostly a matter of executing a statistical analysis in light of the framework.

5 Black, Sentence Conjunctions, 15.
6 Ibid., 17–18.
7 Ibid., 19.
8 Ibid., 23–30.
9 Ibid., 29–30. “For example, even if τότε as used by Matthew can be shown to be Semitic in origin, 

Matthew now now uses τότε in opposition to other Greek conjunctions rather than in opposition to other Semitic 

conjunctions” (p. 30).
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namely that language is best understood in terms of human use.10 Resulting from this, Halliday 

identifies “three components of meaning,” namely “interpersonal,” “ideational,” and “textual.”11

In addition to the idea of language function, Black also describes Halliday's concepts of 

“system” and “choice.”12 Basically, Black plans to study Matthews use of conjunctions as a 

system from which he chooses one conjunction in any particular context. She sees Matthew’s 

conjunction use as consisting of a “paradigmatic system” which consists of all the conjunctions 

he has available to choose from and a “syntagmatic system” which consists of the relationships 

between the conjunction system and “other linguistic features such as lexical choice, constituent 

order, or verbal tense-form.”13 Her desire is to look for ways that these two systems interact, 

enabling Matthew to convey his meaning.

The third concept of Halliday's that Black draws on for her research is the idea of 

“theme.”14 She says that Halliday viewed theme in terms of three components that corresponded 

to the three components of language meaning. The “topical theme” is what the sentence is about, 

and corresponds to the ideational component of meaning. The “interpersonal theme” 

“grammaticalizes the interpersonal [component of language meaning], the enacting of social 

relationships.”15 The “textual theme” is the most important of the three for Black, because it 

10 Black, Sentence Conjunctions, 30–31.
11 Ibid., 31. The interpersonal component refers to language as social function between people. The 

ideational component refers to language as content-communication. The textual component refers to language as 
“operationally relevant,” which means that the parts of a communication function together as text, similar to the way
that the pieces of a clock function with reference to one another. The textual component of language is at work when
“ideational components of the sentence, that is, participants, processes and circumstances, are manipulated and 
arranged to convey meaning as part of a coherent text” (p. 35). She compares this to the way cutting and pasting a 
portion of text from one part of the text to another necessitates the changing of connectives in order to allow the part
to make sense in its new context (ibid.).

12 Ibid., 31–32.
13 Ibid., 32.
14 Ibid., 33–35.
15 Ibid., 34. The interpersonal theme is grammaticalized in the form of things like vocatives or imperatives, 

for example (ibid.).
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consists of any linguistic device that “creates relevance to context,” of which conjunctions are a 

prime example.16 Finally, Black indicates her approach to the study is a discourse analysis 

approach inasmuch as it is concerned with the fact that “function and meaning must take place 

above the sentence level, at the level of discourse.”17 

In Chapter 2, she discusses the part that sentence conjunctions in particular play in her 

linguistic framework. She first makes the distinction between content words and function words. 

She says, “there has long been an intuitive recognition that words and morphemes fall into two 

basic categories: forms such as nouns and verbs that convey the ideational or propositional 

content of a message, and forms such as conjunctions, prepositions and other particles that serve 

primarily to relate those ideas to each other.”18 She claims that Greek conjunctions such as καί 

and δέ fall into the latter category.

Furthermore, she makes a distinction between minimalist and maximalist approaches 

when it comes to conjunction use.19 At question is whether the relationship between two 

sentences is determined primarily by the conjunction or primarily by the context. Both the 

minimalist and maximalist approaches recognize that both contribute.20 However the minimalist 

views the conjunction as having essentially one pragmatic function that it contributes to any 

given context, so that the semantic relationship between the propositions is primarily conveyed 

by the context rather than the conjunction.

16 Black, Sentence Conjunctions, 34.
17 Ibid., 37.
18 Ibid., 44.
19 Ibid., 45–49.
20 Minimalists and maximalists both “acknowledge that the semantic value of a conjunction and the 

meanings of the propositions it links interact in some way, so that both the conjunction itself and the context are 
important in analyzing the total communicative meaning utterances” (p. 47).
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The maximalist, on the other hand, views the conjunction as having a diverse number of 

meanings, one of which is being employed in any particular use. For the maximalist, the question

of which meaning the conjunction has is then disambiguated by the context.21 After exploring the

opinions of modern grammarians such as Richard A. Young, Stanley E. Porter, and Daniel B. 

Wallace, who all appear to be maximalist in approach, Black identifies herself as a minimalist.

Next, in light of the distinction between content words and functional words, Black asks 

“What kind of meaning do conjunctions convey?”22 She explains that functional words have 

“procedural” meaning rather than “conceptual” meaning. This means that conjunctions give 

“information about how to [mentally] process or relate concept to each other.”23 This leads into a 

discussion on relevance theory and “mental representations in discourse processing,” which 

draws on cognitive linguistics to explain how we process language.24

Based on this approach, Black says that “communicators use sentence conjunctions like 

καί and δέ to help guide the mental representations constructed by their audience.”25 They 

21 Black, Sentence Conjunctions, 46–47. “A maximalist view would say that καί has a specific meaning 

which the reader recognizes as defining the semantic relationship between the two clauses. In the case of an 
ambiguous form like καί which the maximalist would say has the potential to indicate several different semantic 

relations—for example, additive, adjunctive, adversative, or ascensive—the appropriate one is recognized by the 
reader or hearer as being compatible with the meanings of the sentences it conjoins . . . A minimalist view would say
that καί has a basic low-level content that can be used in a wide range of circumstances with a variety of 

communicative effects . . . [If] καί appears here in a context of contrast [that] does not reflect an ambiguity in the 

meaning of καί, which simply indicates a conjoined relationship between the two clauses. The conclusion that the 

two clauses are to some measure in an adversative semantic relationship is worked out by inferences made on the 
basis of the clauses themselves” (ibid.).

22 Ibid., 52.
23 Ibid., 53.
24 The basic idea is that “when human beings process discourse they do not remember—or remember only 

briefly—the actual form of the words and sentences used. Instead they store and manipulate what they take in in the 
form of a mental ‘picture’ they create. This picture or model incorporates what is explicitly said in the discourse and 
what is implicit in the discourse from contextual cues and/or inferences they make, as well as general knowledge of 
the world they already have” (ibid., 58).

25 Ibid., 59.
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indicate especially continuity and discontinuity with preceding conceptual material.26 She views 

continuity as the “unmarked” or less prominent choice because the default mode for a coherent 

narrative.27 Therefore discontinuity is the more naturally marked or prominent feature. In 

discourse analysis lingo, prominence has to do with drawing attention to something as significant

in the text.

Chapter 3 discusses the method Black employs in the book. She attempted to figure out 

what factors made the use of a particular conjunction statistically probable, and then assumed 

that occurances that did not fit this pattern may be marked for prominence.28 She amazingly 

analyzed every use of the major sentence conjunction in the book of Matthew and recorded the 

results. She then focused on the narrative portions in order to reduce variables. Every 

independent clause counted as a sentence, which resulted in a count of 2,302 total sentences in 

the book of Matthew. For every independent clause, she analyzed it according to a number of 

specific criteria.29 Finally, she explains the statistical methods that she used in the analysis of the 

data.30

In Chapter 4, she considers Matthew’s use of the conjunction καί in narrative. According 

to her analysis, καί is “the most common conjunction in Matthew’s gospel.”31 She considers the 

26 Black, Sentence Conjunctions, 62.
27 Ibid., 65–70.
28 Ibid., 72–73.
29 Ibid., 85–93. The criteria were discourse type (narrative, exposition, speech, OT quotation), mode 

(declarative, modulated declarative, imperative, interrogative), which sentence conjunction was used, other textual 
theme used (something besides a conjunction used to tie the sentence to the context), interpersonal theme (vocatives,
etc.), topical theme (verbals and nominals at the beginning of a sentence that indicate “what the sentence is about”), 
any fronted participles or other fronted elements, verb tense, subject, whether there was a grammaticalized subject, 
the whether there was the presence of an agent, “other,” “miscellaneous observations,” constituent order (especially 
the relationship between subject and verb), and whether there was a subject-switch introducing a new subject.

30 Ibid., 95–101.
31 Ibid., 108.
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question of whether καί is “Semitic,” that is, whether there is semantic overlap between καί and 

the Hebrew or Aramaic waw.32 She rejects the idea of a Semitic καί on the basis that it “reveals a 

fundamentally diachronic approach.”33 However, she approves of an approach that uses “the 

diachronic development of καί not as an end in itself but as data in synchronic investigation.”34

Next Black surveys the traditional (maximalist) approach to καί that sees the conjunction 

as potentially communicating various meanings such as “continuative,” “adversative,” 

“ascensive,” “or as having some other meaning. . .”35 In contrast, Black sees καί (from a 

minimalist perspective) as communicating “unmarked continuity.”36

Her analysis revealed that καί is often used in conjunction with other unmarked 

structures.37 In other words, καί is the default way of moving the narrative forward, especially in 

cooperation with other features. Black very helpfully discusses a “cline” (a spectrum) of less to 

more marked constituent order:38 verbs without explicit subject, verbs with explicit subject 

following, verbs with explicit subject preceding (though not first in the clause), and verbs with 

subject preceding with the subject at the beginning of the clause. Interestingly, she found that 

statistically, the “frequency of καί diminishes as the constituent order becomes progressively 

32 Black, Sentence Conjunctions, 109–111.
33 Ibid., 110.
34 Ibid., 111.
35 Ibid., 112.
36 Ibid.
37 She says that “Matthew commonly combines καί with an unmarked tense-form (aorist), and unmarked or 

less marked constituent order (monolectic verb [a verb with no explicit subject], or verb before subject if the subject 
appears) in multiply reinforcing syntactical structures which guide the audience to process the following element in 
the discourse as continuous with that which immediately precedes” (ibid., 112).

38 Ibid., 119–120.
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more marked.”39 Black spends the rest of the chapter illustrating how Matthew uses καί to 

indicate continuity.40

In Chapter 5, Black applies her methodology to the conjunction δέ. She introduces the 

chapter with a humorous statement: “Any first-year student of biblical Greek knows that δέ 

means but, except for the times it might just mean and, or—more often yet—when it means 

nothing at all and seems safely ignored.”41 She thinks that this can be resolved if we understand 

that there is minimal semantic content to δέ, but rather “the presence of δέ introducing a sentence

cues the audience that some change is to be incorporated into their mental representation of the 

discourse.”42 In other words, δέ “indicates low- to mid-level discontinuity.”43

Black surveys the work of more recent scholars such as Stephen H. Levinsohn and 

Randall Buth, as well more traditional grammars.44 She then examines the statistical evidence 

from the Gospel of Matthew. One interesting and helpful point she makes in this chapter is that 

with regard to the spectrum of relative markedness of constituent order mentioned in the 

previous chapter, δέ moves in the opposite direction from καί. As opposed to καί, which occurs 

progressively more in proportion to the unmarkedness of the constituent order, “the frequency of 

δέ increases in proportion to the markedness of the constituent order of the sentence it begins.”45 

This supports her theory that continuity and discontinuity in discourse is communicated by 

39 Black, Sentence Conjunctions, 121.
40 Ibid., 124–140.
41 Ibid., 142.
42 Ibid., 144.
43 Ibid.
44 Ibid., 145–153.
45 Ibid., 156.
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mutually reinforcing linguistic systems. She concludes the chapter by illustrating the problems 

that result when δέ in interpreted in adversative terms.46

Chapter 6 is addresses asyndeton.47 Black had mentioned in the beginning of the book 

that she included asyndeton with the other sentence conjunctions because of her understanding 

that Matthew had a system of options for connecting sentences, and asyndeton is “an option that 

alternates with other conjunctive choices.”48 She describes the use of asyndeton as follows: 

On the one hand, asyndeton is used to link sentences with the closest of 
connections, specifically in speech margins [i.e., “orienters” such as, “he 
said . . .”] of question—reply—response sentences. On the other hand, asyndeton 
also tends to be found where breaks in the flow of the narrative occur, often 
strong breaks: for example, between the title and first sentence, and at a number 
of breaks between episodes or between larger sections of the Gospel.49

In other words, asyndeton tends to occur in Matthew “at opposing ends of this continuity—

discontinuity spectrum . . .”50 Her chapter discusses the use of asyndeton in these two contexts 

(continuity and discontinuity) and the way asyndeton correlates with other linguistic features.

In Chapter 7, she describes τότε as “a distinct Mattheanism.”51 She discusses the theory 

that Matthew’s use of τότε is possibly a Semitism, which she find “plausible” but ultimately 

irrelevant in terms of a synchronic approach.52 She also clarifies that she is specifically dealing 

46 Black, Sentence Conjunctions, 173–178. She does this primarily through interacting with Robert 
Gundry's commentary. She shows how he presses the adversative interpretation to the point of distorting the 
narrative at several points.

47 Ibid., 179.
48 Ibid., 18.
49 Ibid., 182.
50 Ibid., 182.
51 Ibid., 218.
52 Ibid., 225. She says, “Whatever linguistic influence may lie behind Matthew’s use of τότε as a narrative 

conjunction, it is the systemic relationships among τότε and Matthew’s other sentence conjunctions . . . that are of 

primary importance in understanding how τότε functions in Matthew’s Gospel” (p. 220).
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with τότε as a sentence conjunction and not with its adverbial use, which seems to have a 

temporal function.53 In Matthew’s Gospel, she admits that the “lack of data” (it is only used 55 

times in narrative) make it difficult to be certain about Matthew’s use.54 However, the evidence 

seems to point toward τότε being used to indicate “marked continuity.”55 This is because the 

conjunction is used in some way similar to the use of καί, but is different in terms of “its relative 

rarity and its tendency to be combined with a grammaticalized subject and present tense-forms 

[i.e., “historical present”].”56 It especially tends to occur at the beginning of paragraphs 

(according to the NA27 paragraph breaks) and with the verbs προσέρχομαι and προσηνέχθη.57

Chapter 8 analyzes γάρ and οὖν. The first thing she notes is the relative infrequency of 

these conjunctions in narrative.58 In light of that fact, Black carries out her analysis by studying 

each individual occurrence rather than statistically, and admits the tentative nature of this 

analysis.59

She notes that traditional grammars identify the meaning of the conjunction “according to

the logical relations they are understood to indicate between propositions. Γάρ is generally 

53 Black, Sentence Conjunctions, 227. Black says that as an adverb, τότε answers “the question ‘when?’, as 

opposed to introducing ‘what happened next?’” (p. 228, fn. 35). She says that as a sentence conjunction, it “serves to
signal narrative continuity (conveying procedural information for discourse processing) rather than indicating a 
specific point in time (conceptual information adding to the proposition being processed)” (p. 229). She furthermore 
says that she is “hesitant to describe τότε as a signal of ‘narrative sequentiality’” because “sequentiality is a property

of narrative discourse rather than of τότε as a sentence conjunction per se” (p. 247).
54 Ibid., 226.
55 Ibid., 253.
56 Ibid., 253.
57 Ibid., 238–239.
58 Ibid., 254–255. She says that only “10 of the 124 uses of γάρ” and “2 of the 56 uses of οὖν” are used in 

narrative discourse in Matthew (ibid.).
59 Ibid., 256.
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understood to give a reason or explanation, and οὖν to introduce a logical inference.”60 She notes 

that γάρ and οὖν both introduce supplementary material that is “off-line in terms of the sequential

flow of narrated events.”61 Furthermore, she says that γάρ introduces “material which confirms or

strengthens the preceding proposition (usually but not necessarily by giving either a reason or 

elaboration), and οὖν [signals] that the ongoing representation is dependent in some way on 

material which precedes.”62

In Chapter 9 Black demonstrates the implications of her study by summarizing the 

previous chapters and then analyzing Matt 8:1–9:34. The analysis of the passage begins with a 

description of the context, and then a pericope-by-pericope analysis of Matthew’s actual use of 

conjunctions. Black charts important features, the conjunction statistically expected, and the 

conjunction actually used, along with comments when a conjunction is used other than the one 

predicted. This is followed in each pericope by a short discussion on the conjunctions used, 

focusing on the reasons behind Matthew’s choice when he chooses a conjunction other than the 

one statistically predicted. Interestingly a great majority of the conjunctions used by Matthew are

predicted by Black's statistical system.

Following this analysis is a discussion about the overall structure of Matt 8:1–9:34 and 

whether this analysis might help make sense of the structure of the section as a whole. She 

compared the outlines of several scholars, with her analysis supporting a division of the passage 

into three sections with a conclusion: 8:1–17; 8:18–9:17; 9:18–31; 9:32–34.63 She also finds that 

60 Black, Sentence Conjunctions, 256.
61 Ibid., 260.
62 Ibid., 262.
63 Ibid., 327.
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her analysis of the occurrences of καί where δέ is expected supports a recent study by U. Luz that

sees the section as united narrative about “the imminent conflict between Jesus and leaders of 

Israel.”64

Finally, Chapter 10 (Conclusions) discusses the fruit of the study. She reviews her 

findings, and suggests that her study contributes “important linguistic data for the exegesis of 

Matthew’s Gospel,” in addition to providing a theoretical framework and methodology for future

studies.65 She concludes that there is still much room for analysis of this kind to be done. Two 

appendices of statistical information follow.

Analysis

The strengths and weaknesses of Black's book are mostly related to the nature of the work. The 

book is basically an implementation of statistical analysis on the basis of a systemic-functional 

framework. The strengths were therefore related mostly to the rigorous examination of the 

pragmatic usage of the conjunctions in Matthew’s narrative. The parts of the book that I found 

less helpful were those related to reservations I have regarding the systemic-functional model, or 

ways that this framework might result in reductionism.

In terms of the strengths, it was incredibly helpful that she was able to show her 

conclusions from statistical evidence rather than simply a subjective reading of the text. It was 

helpful that she rigorously applied her method to the whole narrative of Matthew, so that what 

resulted was objective quantifiable data that could then be analyzed for the purpose of detecting 

patterns of actual use. While I am not personally familiar with statistical methods, her 

explanation of them seemed to be (as far as I could tell) convincing that she was being fair with 

64 Black, Sentence Conjunctions, 330.
65 Ibid., 335–336.
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the information and trying to account for possible error.

With regard to the pragmatic dimensions of language, I think she presented a compelling 

case. She was convincing with regard to the different conjunctions that they actually did function

in the discourse according to the way she was describing them. Furthermore, she was absolutely 

correct to point out that there is a huge problem with saying that “καί means ‘and’ and ‘but’ while

δέ means ‘but’ and ‘and.’” She helpfully shows the differences between them by showing the 

other elements in the context that work together with these conjunctions to convey meaning.  

This is a huge strength of her work, and it promises to be especially fruitful for exegesis.

Another helpful aspect of her work is her use of the concepts of cognitive processing. 

This really gets to the heart of language function and is an incredibly useful concept for 

understanding “how language means.” While as believers we always want to be centered on the 

words of Scripture, understanding how language is processed by humans helps to rule out 

grammatically possible but unlikely interpretations.

Another helpful part of her work was the idea of mutually reinforcing linguistic systems. 

Over and over again she was able to show how the various systems within the Greek language 

were able to function together to convey the author's meaning. This is helpful in an atomistic age 

where arguments are sometimes made on the basis of one feature of language. Black 

demonstrates and reminds us that any communication is made up of interactions between 

numerous systems that all work together. 

This book seems to have moved us in the direction of better understanding what Matthew

is “doing” with language. With regard to these strengths, this book was worth the time it took to 

plow through statistical analyses and linguistic jargon.
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That said, I have a few reservations about this book. First, just by the nature of her 

starting point, Black often seemed to come to the conclusion that the conjunctions had minimal 

semantic content because she wasn't looking to find much semantic content. In a related point, 

she would sometimes summarize an argument with which she agreed, and in response she would 

simply state her starting assumption and then move on.

Second, while she rightly helps the reader to be aware of the functional dimension of 

conjunctions, her assumption that the conjunctions are primarily pragmatic seems to be a 

reductionism in the opposite direction. For example, I am hesitant to think that the only thing that

γάρ “means” is that the previous sentence is to be confirmed or strengthened in some way.66 In 

fact, I think it is unhelpful to reduce the relationships between sentences to either the 

conjunctions by themselves or to the context alone. While Black gives lip service to the fact that 

both are involved, this has very little effect on her actual analysis. I suspect that it might be more 

helpful to think of relationships between sentences being conveyed by the interactions between 

conjunction and context.

Another reductionism that I sensed in her work was the synchronic reductionism. While I 

am in large part persuaded by the synchronic approach to language and meaning, I wonder if 

reducing meaning down to the synchronic dimension alone might also flatten out our 

understanding of language. Actually, I agreed with her comment that diachronic study ought to 

feed into synchronic study.67 However, in practice she seems to write off anything that resembles 

diachronic approach. 

For example, I am not sure that either the question of Semitic influence or the question of 

66 Black, Sentence Conjunctions, 262
67 Ibid., 111.
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the synoptic problem are irrelevant. Anyone who has talked with foreign language speakers (or 

learned a foreign language themselves) knows that unless the person is fluent, there will always 

be places in the speaker's language use where they will use the foreign language in ways that 

accord with the syntax and semantic categories of their first language. While it might be argued 

that Matthew is so fluent in Greek that there is no Semitic bleed-through, this to me is different 

than saying it is irrelevant whether or not there is Semitic influence.

Likewise with the synoptic problem. If Black is really interested in “Matthew’s” use of 

conjunctions,68 and if Matthew’s gospel is a composite of various sources, it seems possible that 

Matthew might use sources that have a slightly different linguistic framework than he does. 

While it might be argued that the differences are nonexistent or so small as to not have any 

impact, that is different from saying that the question of “Matthew’s” use of sources is irrelevant.

Finally, my reservation about a totally synchronic understanding of language is also 

related to a trend in discourse studies of this kind to focus on the idiolect of the author to the 

point that each author's language use is seen to be a system of their own without showing how it 

is related to the broader cultural-linguistic context. While Black has given me a better grasp on 

how Matthew writes, I want to keep in mind that he is participating in a social situation in which 

he is communicating to others—that is to say, his particularities need to function within a bigger 

context. While I understand and embrace the necessity of understanding peculiarities of the 

various authors of the NT, these peculiarities need to be seen as diversity in an overarching unity,

and I have questions about whether an absolutely synchronic approach is able to do this.

 

68 I place “Matthew” in because Black is seemingly agnostic about the actual author of the Gospel.
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Contributions to Matthean Studies

Overall I highly recommend this book for those who are interested in the overlap between Greek 

linguistics, discourse analysis, and the Gospel of Matthew. While I have some reservations about 

what may be a tendency to functionalist and synchronic reductionism, I found her actual analysis

of the functional and systemic dimensions of Matthew’s language use rigorous, insightful and 

very useful. If the reader can make it past the statistics and the linguistic jargon, this book has the

potential of illuminating their understanding of the language use of Matthew’s Gospel.
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